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Suppliers of ACO Wildlife products

WILDLIFE KERB HB2 915MM

ACO Wildlife Products
The ACO approach to creating products for wildlife mitigation looks at putting wildlife protection at the core of any
infrastructure design.
Many of the products from the ACO range can be ‘hard- landscaped’ into the design at the project outset, or can be
retro fitted to existing infrastructure to provide robust, long-term wildlife protection.
At wildlifefencing.co.uk we believe that the ACO product range builds on our reputation as the leading supplier of
wildlife mitigation products and helps us to provide a wider choice of options for sustainable wildlife protection.
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Amphibians & roadside kerbs
Amphibians are known to proceed along any vertical
wall or barrier that they encounter and bars their way.
A common situation where this can be a problem is on
roads with raised kerb-stones along the roadside. This
can act as an amphibian guiding system that directs
amphibians along the kerbside and straight into a
roadside drain openings.
A recent study of drain gully pots in Scotland has shown
that 60-70% of drain gully pots contained some form of
wildlife, mostly amphibians, and with no means of
escape, resulting in starvation.

ACO Wildlife Kerb
The ACO Wildlife Kerb is designed to overcome this
problem and help to prevent amphibians from falling
into drain gullies.
The Wildlife Kerb replaces a standard HB2 kerb unit and
is installed alongside a drain opening. It incorporates a
recessed channel or ‘bypass pocket’ at road level that
provides a safe passage around the drain hazard for any
amphibians that are guided along the kerbside.
The Wildlife Kerb is manufactured from Vienite, an
extremely tough, recycled polymer concrete material.

Specifications
Material:

Vienite Recycled Polymer Concrete

Length:

915mm

Height:

260mm

Width:

125mm

Dimensions replicate a standard HB2 kerb unit.
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